TRAVEL TASTE
Must-Try Eateries From New York to Hawaii

THE FEAST ISSUE
Top New Restaurants and the Hot Culinary Scene in Orange County

Plus
- Warren Buffett’s Modest Manse
- Joel McHale on O.C. and the Funny Biz
- Bruno Serato and The Power of Pasta

MODERNLUXURY.COM
DESIGN & REALTY
73 SPOTLIGHT Marvelously modern, the newly unveiled Waterworks Studio collection offers streamlined fittings for the bath.

74 TRENDS Whimsical butterflies take flight as an elegant new design trend.

76 TRENDS Outdoor furnishings that will inspire you to bring the party outside.

78 ON THE MARKET The Emerald Bay mansion of modest millionaire Warren Buffett goes up for grabs.

TRAVEL & RECREATION
105 SPOTLIGHT At The Resort at Pass Up in Montana, the nation’s finest chefs cook amid breathtaking scenery.

105 JET SET The sparkling wines of Italy’s Franciacorta region are reason enough to visit—the stunning landscape and cuisine are a delightful added bonus.

108 WEEKENDER The top bets to make this year’s Del Mar experience the best in show.

110 GETAWAY Get a dose of nature with an escape to scenic Little St. Simon’s Island on the Georgia coast.

114 ADVENTURE Reach for the stars at these once-in-a-lifetime solar eclipse viewing parties.

116 RIDES Hyundai enters the luxury automotive market with its new brand, Genesis.

FOOD & DRINK
123 SPOTLIGHT Pacific Hideaway teams tastes from Asia and Mexico for an oyster shooter with plenty of punch.

126 REVIEW Harvest brings garden-fresh ingredients to the table for a bounty of inspired dishes.

130 GUIDE Your go-to guide for navigating O.C.’s dining scene: what’s new at Napa Rose, Julia Child-inspired offerings, and a chat with Five Crowns’ Anthony Endy.

SOCIAL SCENE
137 SNAPSHOT A peek inside the region’s swankiest soirees.

LOOK WHO’S TALKING
164 With his Caterina’s Club projects crossing borders, a culinary academy for kids gaining steam, a book due out in the fall, and a rebuilding campaign for his beloved Anaheim White House Restaurant in full swing, Bruno Serato’s got plenty on his plate.
TRAVEL
& RECREATION

GIDDY UP. As exquisite a blend of rusticity and luxury as may be found anywhere, The Resort at Paws Up has become a destination for many fun things since its inception in 2003—weddings, fly-fishing, cattle driving and lively family bonding among them. But this 37,000-acre property, 35 minutes outside Missoula, Mont., is rapidly becoming best known as a place to eat. There are good restaurants, of course—Pump, for elevated American; Trough, for huckleberry pancakes; and Tank, for bespoke cocktails with a mountain view—but the real reason epicureans make the trek is because Paws Up reigns as one of the foremost spots wherefores like to go and cook. Among other delicious events, this year the resort started Cookbook Live, a series wherein high-time chefs visit and spend a few days showing you, up close, how they make their magic. Check the schedule and make a reservation after a day on horseback, followed by a hot stone massage with rocks pulled from the Blackfoot River; you’ve been to have an appetite. Rates from $1,275 per night. pawsup.com —David Zivian